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BACK EXERCISES
1.STATICS
A. Static Buttock
In straight lying posture squeeze the buttocks in, hold for 10 seconds and
then release. (10 Repetitions).
B. Static Back

Similarly, in lying press the back on the bed, hold it for 10 second and
then release. (10 repetitions).
In lying, press the shoulder on the bed and hold it for 10 seconds then
release. .( 10 repetitions).
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C. Static Abdominals
In lying, tuck the tummy in or try to pull your stomach in, hold it for 10 second
and then release.( 10 repetitions).

2. PELVIC BRIDGING

3. PRONE EXTENTIONS

D. In lying fold the legs as shown in the picture and then lift the pelvis or
buttocks up, hold it for 10 seconds and then come down slowly.
(10 repetitions)
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E. Lie ﬂat on the belly or on the stomach, put your hand beneath the

shoulder and lift the chest up without lifting the stomach.
(10 repetitions)

F. Lying ﬂat on the belly or stomach, raise your straight leg up without
bending knee.(10 repetitions)

4. BACK FLEXION EXERCISES
1.

G. Lying ﬂat on back, pull your single leg to chest giving a stretch in
the end by pulling the knee with both hands.

2.

H. Similarly in the above position , bend both the knees towards chest

and give a gentle stretch at the end by pulling he both knees with both
the hands.
3.

5. BACK ROTATION EXERCISES

I. Iying ﬂat on back, bend both the knees. Keeping shoulders touching

the bed, roll both the knees to one side and then to other.

6. CAT AND CAMEL STRETCH REPEAT 5- 10 TIMES.
Kneel down on the ﬂoor with knees and hands on the ﬂoor keep your
head straight looking towards the wall.
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Slowly allow your trunk to sag as far as you can so that your back is
ached don't pull it down but let it relax as you lift your face towards
the ceiling Hold for count 10.
Next slowly round your back up at the waist as far as you can by
contracting your lower abdominals muscles and drop your head
slowly to look towards the ﬂoor .also hold for 10 count.
All motion should be initiated from your lower back.
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7. BACK AND BODY STRETCH ON ALL FOURS

REPEAT 5- 10 TIMES.
Kneel on your knees and hands.keep your head straight looking
towards the wall.
Shifts body weight backwards over legs.streching your back and
shoulder muscles as far as you can go. Hold for 10 count.
Than shift bogy weight forward over arms. holds for 10 seconds.
Repeat process 5-10 counts.

8. THORACIC MOBILITY EXERCISE (WYTL) Check Points:
Head position.
Shoulders/scapular settings.
Shoulders relaxed-not hunched.
Ribs.
Neutral spine/ pelvis. Breathing.
Lower back in neutral, gluts relaxed.

PRECAUTIONS
Take hot water fomentation at home before the exercise
Do not stand for long period of time. Take frequent rest, or place a foot rest
in front and place one foot over the footrest.
Do not bend forwardly, for picking up something, bend over the knees
keeping the back as straight as possible.
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Carry weight as close to body as possible.
Do not carry weight in one hand only.
Avoid prolonged postures, take frequent brakes.
Avoid sitting on ﬂoor.
It is easier to push object rather than pulling.

Sitting to standing
HEALTH
Preferably
use anCARE
arm chair.
First move to the front of the seat, stand up by straightening the
knees, pressing the arm rest down, maintain lumbar curve without
bending forward.
Sitting posture: - Hips touching the junction of back rest and seat,
back fully supported with a lumbar roll( small pillow) at low back, foot
resting on ground or foot rest.( knees should be slightly above the
hip level)

